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Media
Browse our resources for insight on issues and events relating to the aluminium industry and the wider value chain. 

Learn More
ALFED
ALFED Magazine
ALFED Media Toolkit
Our triannual publication ‘Aluminium News’ offers ALFED members and the wider industry a great advertising opportunity to promote your products and services to key decision makers and influencers within the aluminium industry in the UK.
View more updates
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Magazine
Aluminium News – Issue 19 – February 2024


Read More
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Magazine
Aluminium News – Issue 18 – Sept 2023


Read More
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Magazine
Aluminium News – Issue 17 – June 2023


Read More


ALFED
Industry News

Get the latest insight and views on issues affecting the aluminium industry and supply chain.
View more updates
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Industry
UK CBAM consultation – Friday 5th & Wednesday 10th April


You may have seen that on Thursday 21 March, HM Treasury and HMRC published ‘Introduction of a UK carbon border adjustment mechanism (CBAM) from January 2027' This consultation sets out how the...Read More
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Industry
Member News: Senior’s products prescribed for refurbishment of Nottingham hospital


Work is progressing well at the Queens Medical Centre in Nottingham, where aluminium fenestration solutions provider Senior Architectural Systems is undertaking one of its largest retrofit contracts to date. The...Read More
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Industry
Member News: EMR officially opens state-of-the-art fridge recycling plant


Release Date: Monday 25th March 2024 Global leader in sustainable materials, EMR, has officially opened its brand-new fridge recycling plant at EMR Darlaston, Walsall. EMR, the UK’s largest fridge recycler,...Read More


ALFED
Government Updates

Learn the latest Government Updates for the aluminium sector.
View more updates
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Government
Industrial Energy Transformation Fund (IETF) holding final stakeholder clinics for businesses for £185 million competition window


The Department for Energy Security and Net Zero (DESNZ) will shortly be closing the Industrial Energy Transformation Fund (IETF) Phase 3: Spring 2024 competition and is hosting the final stakeholder...Read More
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Government
Reference Documents for The Customs Tariff (Preferential Trade Arrangements) (EU Exit) Regulations 2020


Find the UK’s preferential tariffs and Rules of Origin for the agreements contained within the Customs Tariff (Preferential Trade Arrangements and Tariff Quotas) (Amendment) (EU Exit) Regulations 2020. Find out...Read More
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Government
British Industry Supercharger gives huge boost to UK businesses


Measures will cut network charges and provide exemptions from electricity costs for firms in sectors like steel, metals and chemicals. government rolls out British Industry Supercharger measures to put Britain’s...Read More


ALFED
Publications

Read our latest publications on issues affecting the aluminium industry and supply chain.
View more updates
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Publications
ALFED report analyses impact of international conflict on the UK extrusions market


ALFED, the aluminium federation, has launched the second report in a series of research papers analysing the impact of international conflict on the UK aluminium industry. Developed in partnership with...Read More
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Publications
ALFED report investigates impact of global conflict on the UK aluminium industry


ALFED, the aluminium federation, has launched a new report examining the impact of the Russia/Ukraine war on the UK aluminium industry. Developed in partnership with CRU International Ltd, the document...Read More
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Publications
The Aluminium Industry in the UK 2022


In this second instalment of our wider aluminium industry report, we update our estimation of the contribution of the wider aluminium industry with the most recent data and expand the...Read More
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Bragborough Hall Business Centre, Welton Road, Braunston, Daventry, Northamptonshire NN11 7JG
Tel: 0333 240 9735
E: alfed@alfed.org.uk
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Manage Cookie Consent




To provide the best experiences, we use technologies like cookies to store and/or access device information. Consenting to these technologies will allow us to process data such as browsing behaviour or unique IDs on this site. Not consenting or withdrawing consent, may adversely affect certain features and functions.
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Functional

Always active							





The technical storage or access is strictly necessary for the legitimate purpose of enabling the use of a specific service explicitly requested by the subscriber or user, or for the sole purpose of carrying out the transmission of a communication over an electronic communications network.
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Preferences






The technical storage or access is necessary for the legitimate purpose of storing preferences that are not requested by the subscriber or user.
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Statistics






The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for statistical purposes.
The technical storage or access that is used exclusively for anonymous statistical purposes. Without a subpoena, voluntary compliance on the part of your Internet Service Provider, or additional records from a third party, information stored or retrieved for this purpose alone cannot usually be used to identify you.
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Marketing






The technical storage or access is required to create user profiles to send advertising, or to track the user on a website or across several websites for similar marketing purposes.




Manage options
Manage services
Manage {vendor_count} vendors
Read more about these purposes
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Manage consent
Want to stay updated?
Sign Up for News:
NewslettersFirst Name



Last Name





Job Title


Company


Email


Sign up to:
 Weekly Newsletter
 Quarterly Aluminium News Magazine


I agree to the Privacy Policy
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